Large Scale Mood and Stress Self-Assessments on a Smartwatch
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Abstract
Modern sensing technology is becoming increasingly ubiquitous. Mobile phone sensing data has been used in research to address health and wellbeing; but in the last years, wearable technology became broadly available and popular. This opens new opportunity for health and well-being research in the wild. We will present an easy-to-use application to log current emotional states on a widely used smartwatch and collect additional, body sensing data to build a basis for new algorithms, interventions and technology-supported therapy around this data to promote emotional and mental well-being.
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Introduction
Stress and Emotional Well-being
Mental heath problems are a growing public health concern and can be seen as one of the main causes for diseases world wide [11]. Chronic stress and affective disorders can have a significant, negative influence on our well-being and
health. Knowledge about the user’s current affective and emotional state and identification of critical states such as depression or stress can build the basis for new interventions, targeted therapies and prevention through early detection. Technology, and especially ubiquitous mobile and wearable devices, can support these strategies to target mental health and well-being.

**Mobile and Wearable Sensing Advances**

Advancing and miniaturising technology enabled current trends towards connected, smart, and highly sensor-equipped mobile and wearable devices. Especially, personal fitness trackers and bio-signal sensing smartwatches are popular amongst consumers and this trend is prognosed to continue [3]. This growing interest of consumers in their own health data and trends like the Quantified Self and Personal Informatics movement are drivers for new technology advances and products. Platform for personal health data storage, like Apple’s HealthKit or Google’s Health, not just allow eased data availability for consumers, but also provide new opportunities for health studies in the wild. There are already frameworks targeting these areas to ease the process of developing large scale research apps, like Apple’s ResearchKit [1] or ResearchStack [2] for Android.

Opposing to mere mobile devices, wearables offer the advantage of the closeness to the body. Physiological signals like heart rate, skin conductance and blood pressure can be used to predict current emotional states and mood [5, 7]; but most of these studies have been conducted using expensive medical devices for targeted for experimental settings or specially designed devices, just available to a few. The utilisation of widely available consumer wearable devices, like the Apple Watch, allow for a broader user base and large-scale, in-the-wild data collection and interventions. But problems arise in terms of data reliability and with these uncertified and untested devices, which makes prior evaluation crucial.

Gathered and analysed sensing data can build the basis for new technology-driven intervention and prevention approaches. We will present a wearable application, based on the widely-used Apple Watch smartwatch, which eases the collection of mood experience samples and sensing data, such as heart rate, location, ambient noise, and physical activity. This application builds the basis for data-driven interventions and therapies.

**Related Work**

The computational power and sensor richness of mobile phones allows researchers to leverage these for detecting emotional and well-being states of users. Mobile phone data, such as call/SMS/app usage, location can be used to infer current mood [4]. Other researchers have used mobile phone usage data to determine states of boredom [6]. The StudentLife project used mobile phone data of students and correlated it with academic performance and depression levels [12]. The Affective Diary used mobile phone usage data, photos and bluetooth to detect nearby people [10]; the provided diary functionality aimed to support reflection. EmotionSense is an Android app for social psychology experiments [8]. Audio samples during the day are used for speaker recognition and emotion classification based on speech prosody.

Related research has also focused on the utilisation of body-signals for inferring affective and psychological arousal states. Electrodermal activity and heart activity, such as variation of the beat intervals, have been widely used for affective state recognition [2].
In this section, we present the design of a mobile phone and smartwatch application for collecting mood experience samples enriched with mobile/wearable sensing data. This data is the basis for evaluating the suitability of the Apple Watch as data provider and for developing future algorithms to infer current emotional levels based on the mobile and wearable sensing data. This can help to build future well-being applications and interventions designed around this data. Figure 2 shows an overview of the system we envision. It consists of a smartwatch and mobile app for data collection, a server component for storing the data and making it accessible for analysis by the research team. Additionally, a web-dashboard component is planned to enrich the user experience and data access. This dashboard will enable future studies and interventions around promotion of emotional well-being through raising self-awareness and reflection. Since this component is in future planning, we here will focus on the smartwatch and mobile app design.

**The Apple Watch App**

The Apple Watch app is used to collect the mood experience samples and most of the sensing data. Users get multiple reminders a day to rate the current mood. We base these emotional self-assessments on a two-dimensional approach for affect classification – the Circumplex Model of Affect [9] which is a widely used model to quantify mood in a two-dimensional space: valence (the positivity) and psychological arousal (the activeness). During the self-assessments, the users are asked to rate their current emotion in two steps; the positivity and the activeness, both on a 5-point scale. They also have the option to not give an answer. An icon, representing the rated value and a text description have been used to depict the answer options. The choice for the use of smileys (positivity) and thunderbolts (arousal) has been based on the Self-Assessment Man-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Positivity</th>
<th>Icon</th>
<th>Activeness</th>
<th>Icon</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>very positive</td>
<td>😊</td>
<td>very excited/tense</td>
<td>😡</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>positive</td>
<td>😊</td>
<td>tense</td>
<td>😡</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>neutral</td>
<td>😐</td>
<td>neutral energy</td>
<td>😐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>negative</td>
<td>😞</td>
<td>relaxed/bored</td>
<td>😟</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>very negative</td>
<td>😞</td>
<td>very relaxed/bored</td>
<td>😟</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no answer</td>
<td>😐</td>
<td>no answer</td>
<td>😐</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Icons and descriptions used for the self-assessments on the Apple Watch
The Apple Watch offers special UI elements for interactions with the small device. The screen is touch sensitive; a button and digital crown offer further interactions. An example view of the app, buttons and the Digital Crown can be seen in Figure 1. We utilised these input mechanisms for the app interaction. The users can swipe through the app to switch between the following app screens: rate the positivity of the mood, rate the activeness of the mood, and the review/submit screen. Furthermore, the app offers a help screen with instructions on how to use the app and example positivity-activeness pairings for common moods. An overview of the app flow can be seen in Figure 3.

**The Phone App**

The watch app has a mobile phone companion, which offers the option of reviewing past self-assessments. This could offer a simple mechanism for reflection. We plan a more advanced option in form of an online dashboard in the future. Another purpose of the app is the delivery of complex questionnaires and study elements, which are not suitable to be delivered on a small watch screen. For a small test study, we used ResearchKit to develop questionnaires. We further plan to include mechanisms for context-aware reminders.

**Collected Sensing Data**

Additionally to the emotion self-assessments, we collect sensing data from the phone and watch. These include current location, heart rate, prior physical activity (steps and workouts), ambient noise and wrist movements from the watch accelerometer. The phone app also collects the data from the questionnaires.

**Future Direction**

In the near future, we plan a small scale study to evaluate the smartwatch app and the suitability of the collected data to infer current emotional and affective states with special focus on stress. Based on this, we will develop algorithms for automated emotion inference based on sensing data.

For the future, we envision the enhancement of the app system by a secure online storage unit, which provides easier data access and analysis for our research. We furthermore plan the extension with a web dashboard with personalised data visualisations and recommendations to enable reflection, support self-regulation and awareness. This platform can also be the basis for future data-driven interventions and therapies.
Conclusion
We presented a smartwatch app for easy, daily mood self-assessments and sensing data collection. It could build the basis for future data-driven interventions, therapies and a tool for reflection and promotion of emotional well-being.
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